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Since the 1990s the topic of self-directed or self-regulated learning is 
widely discussed. To foster the role of the self in learning seems to be 
the «new» way of learning, the morally «better» way of learning and 
the more effective way of learning. Often, this kind of learning is 
differentiated from learning arrangements with a «frontal» situation 
or from learning forms of «learning by heart». The presentation of-
fers a discourse analytic view on constructions and legitimations of 
this new learning with the self. Further, a theoretical view is de-
veloped, which allows discussing the role of the self in learning in 
terms of a socio-economic relationship, which differs over time in the 
last 200 years to understand the formation and the deconstruction 
of what has been called the «grammar of schooling». The «new lear-
ning» is not a more «humanistic» or more moral teaching-form 
which liberates the subject. It is just the form of learning belonging 
to post-fordistic societies. Nevertheless, it is the horizon in which we 
have to discuss the problem of learning today.    
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